








4.Would it be suitable to use a regular connector for the ULTRA Anchor ?

Generally speaking when an anchor is subjected to any great force they tend to drag. Therefore, not testing the connectors to 

their full limit.

However, due to the incredible holding power of the ULTRA Anchor you will need to use a connector with a breaking strength no 

less than that of the connected chain. Therefore, we recommend using the ULTRA FLIP SWIVEL which has been tested and proven 

to have a higher breaking strength than that of the chain.
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ULTRA Flip Swivel

5. How do we recover the anchor if it is hooked the rocks ?

All anchors are types of hooks, if you anchor in rocks you risk the chance of getting stuck and not being able to recover it. The ULTRA 
Anchor’s special tip form makes recovery easy. For any anchor rocks can prove to be a difficult challenge. For those reasons, it’s 
advised to try and avoid anchoring in rocks.
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However, if you have to anchor in rocks, you can take some simple precautions. First, you need to attach a tripping line to the 
bar on the back of the ULTRA Anchor, with a length of line longer than the depth with a oating buoy tied to the end. This 
makes it possible to trip the anchor by pulling the tirp line away from the tip to free the anchor.

IIf your anchor on a rocky sea bottom without taking any of the necessary precautions and have trouble receovering your 
anchor, there is no perfect solution other than diving and recovering your anchor. However, if you are not in a position to 
dive, the ULTRA Anchor Ring might still give you a chance on recovering your anchor. Thanks to ULTRA Anchor Ring’s 

eeccentric design, it is easily reaches down to your anchor by sliding on your anchor chain and gives you a chance to recover 
your anchor by pulling it from the opposite direction. If your anchor-chain is jammed around the rocks together with your 
anchor, you should rst send your ring down and rescue your chain by watching its position and moving the ring to the right 
direction.

6.Does the ULTRA Anchor hold in weeds ?

TThe ULTRA Anchor holds well in common weeds around 50 - 60 cm high. However, on occasions you might come across 
weeds up to 2 meters tall appearing like corn elds. For an anchor to hold in such a place it must rst atten the weeds with 
its own weight and penetrate the roots when pulled. After looking into this common problem we discovered that anchors 
(including Admiralty Anchors) lighter than 45 - 50 kg do not cope well in this type of environment.

ULTRA Anchor Ring
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